
What is newsroom representation?
Newsroom representation is a staffing strategy used 
in each Global Press bureau to employ journalists 
with diverse identities that mirror that of people 
in their local coverage community. Representative 
newsrooms prioritize accuracy and accountability to 
their local readers above other stakeholders, such as 
advertisers. 

Why are all Global Press reporters women?
There is an evidence-based correlation between who 
works in a newsroom and who is quoted or featured 
in stories. Two thirds of all international news is 
reported by men. Just 24% of all news sources are 
women. Making an intentional effort to employ 
female journalists and allowing them to determine 
their own coverage priorities will transform the way 
people are represented in the news.
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Global Press is advancing 
representation standards 
in journalism.

Global Press is 
transforming Duty of 
Care for local journalists.

Global Press builds and maintains independent news bureaus in global media markets where 
citizens lack credible access to accurate information. Each bureau is staffed by professional female 
journalists who are from their coverage community. Their feature and investigative journalism is 
published in six languages and reaches an audience of 20 million people across 190 countries.

Global Press operates independent news bureaus 
in 40+ global communities across Africa, Asia, 
Latin America and the Carribean. Each bureau 
is staffed according to a unique representation 
strategy, ensuring that our journalists represent 
the people in each coverage community. 

Duty of Care is our holistic safety and security 
program designed to meet the specific 
needs of local journalists who live in the 
communities that they cover. For these 
journalists, emergency extraction is never an 
option. Local journalists require a robust and 
inclusive security methodology that prioritizes 
the interconnectedness of physical, emotional, 
digital and legal security.

How does Duty of Care work?
The Global Press Duty of Care program is 
implemented in three distinct ways: training (20%), 
day-to-day protocols (75%) and crisis response (5%). 
Duty of Care requires a significant investment 
from every team member to ensure the daily 
implementation of industry-leading security practices. 

What is the Global Press Wellness Network?
Journalists experience high rates of trauma, stress and 
anxiety. Yet, mental health conversations are still taboo 
in the news industry and mental health resources are 
limited in many Global Press coverage communities. The 
Global Press Wellness Network provides free, unlimited 
counseling sessions with licensed professionals to our 
reporters around the world. We’re working to normalize 
conversations about mental health in newsrooms.

Global Press is creating new 
standards for dignified,  
precise language in journalism.
The Global Press Style Guide establishes rules 
for referring to the people and places where 
our reporters work. Each entry is intentionally 
crafted to promote dignity and precision in 
international journalism. Our style guide is 
used by dozens of other newsrooms, NGOs, 
foundations and universities across the world. 

Why does Global Press focus on dignity?
At Global Press, we believe people must be treated 
with dignity. To achieve that goal, the style guide 
discourages labels and bars words and phrases 
that distill a person’s humanity to something that 
has happened to them (for example, victim and 
survivor). It also bars words that require readers to 
make assumptions about people (such as terrorist 
or rebel). 

Why does Global Press focus on precision?
Equitable, unbiased global coverage demands 
precise language to describe all people and 
places. To achieve this, our style guide bans some 
commonly used words and phrases, including 
“ethnic” and “Global South,” in favor of terms that 
provide accuracy in context. Readers are better 
able to understand complex global realities when 
journalists use precise words and phrases.

Reader engagement

At Global Press we’re obsessed with understanding our 
impact in the world. We constantly ask ourselves: ‘Do 
we matter enough?’ To answer that question we make 
data gathering and assessment part of our everyday 
work. From representation assessments and wellness 
metrics to audience engagement and article use cases, 
we’re constantly assessing our impact in the world. 

Global Press is 
transforming 
international news 
standards and practices 

by operating representative newsrooms that 
put professional female journalists at the 
forefront of advancing narrative change.  

Global Press received the American Psychiatric Association’s 
Chester M. Pierce Human Rights Award in 2020 for its Duty 
of Care program and it’s “extraordinary efforts to prioritize 
the mental health of journalists around the world.”
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Kalpana Khanal, Global Press Nepal

Vijayatharsiny Thinesh, Global Press Sri Lanka

Linda Mujuru, Global Press Zimbabwe

Patricia Lindrio, Global Press Uganda

Coraly Cruz Mejías, Global Press Puerto Rico 

 Avigaí Silva, Global Press Mexico

Lalita Khanal, Global Press Nepal

Vetrichelvi Chandrakala, Global Press Sri Lanka

Reporters in Cameroon

Global Press Journal is the online publication where all original stories appear. Stories are available to 
readers via dozens of partner publication in six languages. While we collect thousands of pieces of data 
about our direct readers every month, we prioritize four primary audience metrics:
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Global Press targets four types of media markets for long-term operation:

Read our award-winning journalism. globalpressjournal.com

Read our 2020 annual report. globalpressimpact.com

Partner with us. globalpressnewsservices.com

Support our work. globalpress.co/donate

Global Press builds and maintains 
independent news bureaus 
across diverse media landscapes. 

GLOBAL NEWS 
DESERTS

SATURATED 
MARKETS

TRANSITIONING 
MARKETS

UNFREE 
MARKETS

Readers lack credible access to accurate information due to lack 
of outlets, ongoing access barriers, such as internet and electricity, 
and stereotypes perpetuated by parachute journalism

Readers lack credible access to accurate information due to an 
over-saturation of low-quality outlets that lack high standards for 
ethical, accurate news practices

Readers lack credible access to accurate information due to recent 
transition into or out of political upheaval. Media systems lack high-
quality standards and practices and therefore power and influence 
among citizens and policy makers

Readers lack credible access to accurate information due to 
government or other authoritarian force that significantly limits 
press access and citizen free expression
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Employs female journalists in 
more than 40 global markets

Allows Global Press reporters to 
determine coverage priorities

Pays strong salaries that include health 
benefits, vacation and paid family leave

Distributes stories in 
six languages

Operates an industry-leading 
Duty of Care program

Distributes stories across dozens 
of platforms

Prioritizes local sources who have 
proximity to issues and offer local context

Partners with dozens of news outlets to 
maximize reach and impact

IMPACT PRIORITY ONE

IMPACT PRIORITY TWO

IMPACT PRIORITY THREE

MEASURING IMPACT

WHAT WE DO

HOW WE DO IT

WHERE WE DO IT

MEASURING IMPACT

IN REVIEW

Awards
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Global Press invests in excellence across the organization. Since 2006, we 
have received more than 40 prestigious awards honoring our journalism, our 
leadership and our commitment to journalism innovation and best practices.

Journalistic 
excellence awards

15

Websites/ 
story design awards

17

Leadership 
awards

8

Workplace 
excellence awards

8

Media innovation 
and best practices 
awards

6

2021 AWARDS

BETWEEN 2006 
AND 2021, GLOBAL 
PRESS WON:
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Best Website 
Practices
The Webby 

Awards

Best News Website & 
Multilingual Website

MUSE  
Creative

Best Non-Profit 
& News Sites
Communicator 

Awards

Best Editorial 
Experience & Content

Vega  
Awards

Best 
Homepage

Society for 
News Design

Print Award 
Longlist

One World 
Media

Global Press Journal has regular readers in 191 countries. Regular readers, who visit at least 
2x per month, spend, on average 
130% longer per article.

Readers spend 1 minute 18 seconds 
per article on average, well above 
industry average.

The average reader scrolls at least 
1/3 down each article page.

SCOPE LOYALTY

ATTENTION

DEPTH

Social change
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Global Press conducts annual assessments to understand how readers use our news stories after 
they’re published. With robust insights provided by local partners, our reporters and readers, 
we’re working to track the impact of our journalism in the world.

All data is from stories published in 2019. Global Press did not collect this data in 2020 due to the pandemic.

of stories received letters to 
the editor, comments or direct 

feedback from readers

61%

of stories were used locally by 
policymakers or activists to 

support social or legal action

12%

of stories were cited in local media, 
government reports, INGO/NGO or 

other professional publications

28%
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READERS
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